Amendment changed and submitted

The City of Melbourne has bowed to public pressure and changed the planning Amendment C171: Southbank, strengthening compulsory high-rise separation and height restrictions.

The latest version of the amendment was adapted on the back of several submissions to the changes already made to the amendment by an expert panel. It has also added residents’ concerns such as taking into account “The impact on the amenity of any dwelling on adjacent sites,” “Ensure that new buildings respect the future development potential of adjacent sites and allow for an equitable spread of development potential on these sites,” and “To ensure that new buildings respect the potential of future development on adjacent sites to access privacy, sunlight, daylight and an outlook from habitable interiors”.

An improvement to pedestrian access in Southbank has also been written into the amendment. A major change the expert council had already made to the amendment was the removal of the projection of 74,000 residents by 2040. It no longer states any population projection.

The amendment will now be submitted to Minister for Planning Matthew Guy, and the council was positive in its reactions to the change. Lord Mayor Robert Doyle said it had taken over two years to get to this point and the balance was as good as the council could expect. “At some point, even if everyone doesn’t like it, you have to draw a line. I think we’ve got it right. I think the wording is stronger than when we looked at it last time,” Cr Doyle said.

The Chair of Planning, councillor Ken Ong, said: “This is a major change from where we’ve come from. I believe this is a very good, balanced outcome.”

It wasn’t just the submissions to the expert panel’s analysis that made the council move to enact the changes. The Southbank Residents Group met Lord Mayor Robert Doyle to express its concerns last month and he also received letters on the issue from Freshwater Place owners’ corporation chair Peter Renner and Member for Albert Park Martin Foley.

The amendment will now be submitted to Minister for Planning Matthew Guy, and the council was positive in its reactions to the change.

Continued on page 4

Look Grandma, a new insert!

Two year-old Eva Tierney and grandmother Helen Bequit enjoy the spring sunshine at an art exhibition outside Hamer Hall. Find out more in the very first edition of our new insert ‘The Arts Precinct’. The insert tells you everything you need to know about Southbank’s world class arts precinct and starts on page 11.
Planning key to Tetris

The latest App on my smart phone is Tetris. It’s an old school game, but a classic. Last week I’d just started a game and it was slowly building up. I then had to deal with three long straight pieces coming down in a row.

How unfair. Where was I going to put these pieces so the game isn’t ruined, I thought. Alas, thanks to some careful planning and foresight, I was able to fit all three towers effectively and the game continued as normal.

Sound familiar?

Last month Southbank Local News reported that Matthew Guy had approved “The Falls”, the third high-rise building to be completed on Queensbridge St. Residents in Freshwater Place were unhappy, but perhaps less predictably, the City of Melbourne has also reacted cautiously to the decisions and made changes to C171 in an attempt to stop the negative responses to planning in Southbank.

The three buildings to come into Queensbridge St - Queensbridge Tower, The Falls and Prima Pearl - are big but, if managed correctly and planned properly, the additional residents could add a real buzz to the area.

One of the biggest concerns for residents (See the SRG column on page 15) is traffic congestion in the area. At peak times Queensbridge, Whiteman and Power streets are already difficult to deal with, so a traffic analysis of the impact of these extra residential towers must take place.

The concern of residents is that these streets will simply not be able to handle the extra traffic that will come with the new residents. Having said that, done properly, this influx of residents might just create a wonderfully vibrant community centre and, with the help of Queensbridge Square, become a hive of community activity.

Southbank is growing. We all know that is a reality and managed correctly, these buildings may just become not only a Southbank icon, but an Australian icon as well.

Editorial Comment

Sean Rogasch

Elephants on the loose

No need to be alarmed by the headline, the elephants on the loose in Southbank are stationary replicas of Mali, the Melbourne Zoo’s resident elephant and they are in town to celebrate Melbourne Zoo’s 150th birthday.

The elephants are sprinkled around the city and at last count Southbank had six of the colourfully decorated statues. One was spotted wearing a Melbourne Tigers basketball uniform, while another was in Melbourne Storm rugby gear.

If you spot a Mali in Southbank be sure to take a snap and tweet @SOUTHBANK_News to let us know.

Comment on this story online: www.southbanklocalnews.com.au

YRBA improves online presence

The Yarra River Business Association (YRBA) has increased its online presence, upgrading to a new website which will give its Southbank-based member businesses more attention.

YRBA members are all listed on the site and have their own page to enhance online search results.

YRBA executive officer Tim Bracher said the new site enabled the association to adapt to new technologies.

“The operating platform for the old site was limiting our ability to market using social media and other new technology,” Mr Bracher said.

“Its bright, new look reflects the vibrancy and modernity of the precinct.”

Go and check out the new website by visiting www.yarrariver.info

There’s even a page for the area’s local newspaper.
**School closer than ever**

Southbank is closer than ever to an elusive primary school, after the State Government released its Melbourne urban school feasibility study report.

In what is a massive breakthrough for Southbank parents and the community, Education Minister Martin Dixon has announced the State Government’s preferred site for a school is 129-161 Ferrars St, South Melbourne.

The Minister said the lobbying of Upper House members Andrea Coote and Georgie Crozier, who were made aware of the inner-south primary school problem by action group Two Schools Now, also influenced his announcement.

“There is no doubt that in the coming years, the Southbank, Port Melbourne, South Melbourne and Fishermans Bend area will need an extra primary school to cater for new families moving into the area,” Mr Dixon said.

He also said the feasibility study raised a range of issues any new school will need to consider.

“The Coalition Government recognises this, and that is why we commissioned a comprehensive feasibility study looking at where a primary school could go, and what it might look like,” he said.

“We believe parents should have the choice of sending their children to an excellent government school, and that’s why we are pushing ahead with a new school in the area,” Mr Dixon said.

**Melbourne Day ceremony**

Enterprize Park, the site of the first landing of European settlers in Melbourne, was host to a flag hoisting ceremony last month, as part of the Melbourne Day celebrations.

The Lord Mayor Robert Doyle, councillors, Melbourne Vixen’s player Geva Mendese, prominent Melburnians and a number of school children were on hand to enjoy the festivities.

The flag was raised by the Lord Mayor, Melbourne Day chairman Campbell Walker and the winner of a student leader competition Mathilde Papon, from Caulfield Junior College.

The ceremony was to celebrate Melbourne’s 177th birthday.

Enterprize Park is recognized as the site the European settlers arrived and docked on August 30, 1835.

After the Melbourne flag was proudly hoisted onto the flagpole, the party moved onto Docklands for a re-enactment of settlers landing in Melbourne.

As part of the celebrations many Melbourne businesses had special offers, including the iconic Eureka Skydeck.

**ELEGANCE HAS A NEW MELBOURNE ADDRESS**

With its exquisite new interior, Conservatory is set to tempt your taste buds like never before. Luxuriate in true style with our buffet that boasts a full palette of flavours from the finest authentic tandoori Indian, Asian and Western cuisines, complemented by an abundant seafood selection.

For reservations please call 9292 6895 or visit crownmelbourne.com.au/conservatory

Crown practices responsible service of alcohol.
Auslan app at NGV

The National Gallery of Victoria's (NGV) Napoleon exhibition had world-leading technology installed last month, when the Australian Communications Exchange (ACE) introduced Auslan to the audio tour.

The new devices (or apps that you can download on your own smartphone) display the audio tour in Auslan sign language, meaning for the first time people who are deaf or have a hearing impairment are able to enjoy the audio tour.

The launch was attended by many dignitaries within the deaf and hearing-impaired community as well as members of ACE, NGV and Victorian Shadow Minister for Disability Services Danielle Green. ACE director of strategy and planning Zoe Boyd said the number of Australians who use Auslan sign language as their first language was estimated at between 10,000 and 15,000.

“Meaning for the first time people who are deaf or have a hearing impairment are able to enjoy the audio tour,” Ms Boyd said.

“There are some astounding figures about the number of Australians who might be isolated from the full education and entertainment experience provided by these (audio) tours,” Ms Green said she had just been on a break to Europe and had not seen anything like this.

“I did visit a lot of the beautiful cultural institutions of Europe, many galleries, many churches and you do get these little packs and you put the headphones on and you can switch to English, French, Italian, Spanish, German and I’m really proud that here in Melbourne we’ll have a channel that says, ‘turn to Auslan.’” Ms Green said.

“I think that it is really important that everyone in the community should have access to our cultural institutions,” she said.

NGV deputy director Andrew Clarke said this new technology was indicative of the general direction many art galleries around the world are heading, saying: “It fits into the new ways arts museums are working. We’ve had this big shift in our sector from an emphasis on the object, to an emphasis on the audience. So thinking about who is coming, how they’re engaging with us, what can we do for the community?”

Melissa Lowrie, manager of Deaf Victoria enjoys the Auslan app with Manager of Vicdeaf, Brett Phillips.

Amendment changed and submitted

Continued from page 1

“Whilst we all support the continued growth and prosperity of the Southbank area, it is increasingly important to recognise the needs of the residents, businesses, commuters and visitors to this area are accommodated and made central to that growth and future planning,” Mr Foley wrote.

“I share the concerns of the SRG that the achievement of this vision (Southbank Structure Plan) will be lost through mounting congestion and lack of attention to the interaction of the competing demands on the Southbank community,” he added.

The Southbank Residents Group (SRG) representatives were unhappy with the outcome of the meeting, but pleased it had helped the process.

SRG spokesperson Cedric Saldanha said the group, while happy with some of the changes to the amendment, was dissatisfied with the new submission to the Minister.

“What we are looking for is a council standing up for us. We have lost an opportunity to take a stand against this (Planning) Minister,” Mr Saldanha said.

Melissa Lowrie, manager of Deaf Victoria, said the group, while happy with some of the changes to the amendment, was dissatisfied with the new submission to the Minister.

“I share the concerns of the SRG that the achievement of this vision (Southbank Structure Plan) will be lost through mounting congestion and lack of attention to the interaction of the competing demands on the Southbank community,” he added.

The Southbank Residents Group (SRG) representatives were unhappy with the outcome of the meeting, but pleased it had helped the process.

SRG spokesperson Cedric Saldanha said the group, while happy with some of the changes to the amendment, was dissatisfied with the new submission to the Minister.

“What we are looking for is a council standing up for us. We have lost an opportunity to take a stand against this (Planning) Minister,” Mr Saldanha said.

Southbank’s crime rate increases

Victoria Police released its crime statistics last week and they show an increase in crime in the Melbourne Police Service Area, which includes Southbank.

Total crime was up 3.5 per cent from last year. This was mainly caused by an increase of 14.8 per cent in “Other Crimes”. Inspector Bernie Jackson and Inspector Paul Ross put that down to the targeted police operations conducted in the area over the survey period.

“We launched Operation Northbank in late May, targeting robbery offences and the figures continue to indicate a decrease in robbery offences,” the inspectors said on the Victoria Police website.

MP for Albert Park Martin Foley disagreed, saying the increased crime rate in Southbank had a direct link to the lack of action on activating a police pod in the area.

Mr Foley said the latest figures show police and politicians need to do more than talk tough on crime.

“When combined with the cruel hoax of the broken promise by the City of Melbourne of its now shelved “Police Pod” and the failure of the State Government to back local police command’s push for a Southbank Station, we are seeing just how shallow both levels of governments’ commitment to community safety is,” Mr Foley said.

South Wharf’s Allrounder

PIizzas, Pastas, Pies, Burgers, Salads

Chicken, Steaks & Seafood.

All perfectly cooked & perfectly served.

South Wharf’s most comfortable eatery & bar...

THE COMMON MAN

ASK FOR DAVE AND HE’LL SHOUT YOU A GLASS OF JAMES BOAGS PREMIUM LAGER

*S* Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer, one per person, not redeemable for cash, beverage selection may change, valid until 26th December 2012

www.thecommonman.com.au
39 Dukes Walk, South Wharf VIC 3006
Ph: (03) 9696 3774
Meet our librarians

Meet the team of librarians who are helping run Southbank’s newest community hub. Boyd library is settling into everyday life in Southbank and this is the team charged with the day to day running of it.

It seems everyone is enjoying Boyd and all it has to offer, especially those who are working in the main library section.

Pictured (from left to right) is Bernadine, Catherine, Noelia, Georgie and Michael.

The team has been put together from libraries across Melbourne and one member, Michael, said the fresh approach made coming to work fun for the whole team.

“Most of us have jumped ship to be here specifically. This library is unique because it’s not just a library; it’s been set up as a community centre. That was the main attraction for most of us,” Michael said.

Michael also said the reaction from the community to the library, and the community centre, had been fantastic.

“It’s the best library I’ve ever worked in, from a public point of view. It’s been the most positive and appreciative response of any community I’ve ever worked in,” he explained.

Fellow librarian Bernadine said it was rewarding to offer activities specific to the needs of an apartment-living community and the response had proven they were on the right track.

“Apartments can be isolating, so it’s been great to offer that,” Bernadine said, before Michael chimed in: “The amount of prams in here on those mornings is amazing!”

For what is a smaller library than most, the variety is great. A huge range of books is complemented by magazines, DVDs and even the local newspaper!

Apartment living can be isolating, so it’s been great to offer that,” Bernadine said, before Michael chimed in: “The amount of prams in here on those mornings is amazing!”

If you haven’t been, make sure you get down to Boyd (207 City Rd) and check it out, and don’t be afraid to say hi to one of the friendly library staff.

If you know someone who may need storage, tell them to give us a call and austpac self storage will look after their stuff!!! Every time one of your referrals moves in, and stays two months or longer, you receive a $100 voucher on us. Just call 1300 488 788 or visit austpacselfstorage.com.au

The more people you refer the more vouchers you receive. No limit!! Offer closes 30th September 2012.

For a limited time only

$100 TAX FREE COLES GROUP & MYER GIFT VOUCHER just for you...

30% off your storage fees for up to 12 months*

end
SRG president steps down

Southbank Residents' Group (SRG) president Mabel Vargas will be stepping down from the role after the SRG Annual General Meeting in October.

Ms Vargas has been the president for a year and her time at the helm has seen sweeping changes to the association. She initiated the expansion of the SRG online, upgrading the website and creating Facebook and Twitter sites. She also changed the membership structure to include whole building memberships, increasing the interest in the group in the area. Ms Vargas said she simply did not have the time to commit to the role of president. "I am now working full-time and am planning to study as well. I’m doing too much! I’m still going to be involved, just no longer as president," Ms Vargas said. She also said she’d been very thankful for the opportunity and had enjoyed the many things she had achieved in her time in charge. When asked what she was most proud of, Ms Vargas said there were a number of things the team had achieved during her leadership. "I think that we did a really good job at the Boyd launch and getting a meeting with the Lord Mayor to discuss issues important to us. I think we’ve got (our) name out there, all the time."

Managing the masses

It is a job that is more prevalent in Southbank than just about anywhere else in Melbourne and one, that if done correctly, is easily overlooked.

Every apartment complex in Southbank has a facility manager and every facility manager has a story to tell. This month Southbank Local News went to find out whether what happens in facility managers’ offices stays in facility managers’ offices.

David McGlashan is the facility manager of Freshwater Place and has been working in the field for many years. He’s seen plenty of interesting occurrences in that time. "Aside from the serious management there have been plenty of times where we can have a bit of a laugh," he explained.

Mr McGlashan said of all the incidents he had seen, both live and on security footage, the most humorous usually involved a big night out. "At another building we had a bloke running around the car park, completely naked. A lot of residents don’t realise there are a number of cameras in the building and at times we have viewed some interesting and humorous activities, particularly in lifts," Mr McGlashan said.

From the stories it seems these activities, and friendly embraces, happen in common areas of the building more often than you would expect.

Freshwater Place has had a number of cases of mistaken identity, with people coming in and asking concierge for directions to a particular floor looking for a business, visitors trying to find the Crown gaming rooms and the Sky deck and even residents forgetting which apartment is theirs.

Happy birthday to us

Whether through good management or good fortune we find ourselves at edition 12 and a full year of the Southbank Local News.

When we started this venture we weren’t sure of the response it would receive, but from a readership point of view, we have been thrilled with the way particularly the residents and workers of the area have embraced the paper. We thank all the readers we’ve had, whether you live, work or play here in Southbank.

We’d also like to extend our thanks to all the companies who have supported us over the first 12 months and especially those still advertising with us now. I implore anyone who loves the paper to support these companies, because without them we would not be able to operate.

Southbank is still very much a work in progress and so too is the Southbank Local News. We hope that in the first year we have been able to help build and nurture the burgeoning community.

In a new and exciting venture this month Southbank Local News launches "The Arts Precinct". It is a new liftout in the middle of the newspaper, which will contain everything you need to know about the world-leading arts precinct here on our doorstep.

We’re proud of what we’ve achieved in our first year and are hoping we’ve got many more in store.

Happy birthday

With good fortune and good management we find ourselves at issue 12.

Editorial Comment

Sean Rogasch
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Tramcar Networking

The Yarra River Business Association (YRBA) held its winter members catch-up last month on one of the oh-so-Melbourne Tramcar Restaurants.

Members enjoyed a three-course dinner during the 90-minute trip from Southbank, through South Melbourne and into St Kilda. YRBA spokesperson Tim Bracher said it was fantastic to again bring members together for networking and a general catch-up.

He said it was a perfect opportunity to celebrate the Tramcar restaurant. “Tramcar is a Melbourne icon and as they are currently celebrating 30 years of operation, we thought it was an ideal time to get our members on board,” Mr Bracher said.

For more information call 1300 668 948
For current projects visit WWW.SALVO.NET.AU

AFFORDABILITY WITHOUT COMPROMISING LUXURY, DESIGN AND BUILD QUALITY.

The Salvo Property Group provides unique and sophisticated residential, commercial and retail developments, adding an exciting feel to the promenades of Australia’s thriving capital cities and neighbouring centres.

For more information call 1300 668 948
For current projects visit WWW.SALVO.NET.AU
**Southbank**

**327/9 Whitman Street**

**SPACIOUS WITH TERRACE**

1 Bed 1 Bath 1 Car

$545,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

Located on the 32nd floor is this great quality huge 1 bedroom 1 bathroom 1 car space super condition apartment. Includes modern kitchen fittings, stainless steel Miele appliances including cook-top, oven, range-hood and dishwasher. This near new apartment, has a generous size bedroom with Bills. Included also video intercom and resort style facilities. VUE GRANDE Southbank is situated within walking distance to Melbourne CBD. Southbank Promenade and restaurants.

Richard Mindraoui
0437 250 964

**Southbank**

**2007/6 Whitman St**

**GREAT LOCATION TO LIVE OR INVEST**

1 Bed 1 Bath 1 Car

$410,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

This immaculate apartment comprising bamboo timber flooring and is conveniently located within easy reach of the nearby CBD. Southbank Promenade and cosmopolitan South Melbourne, ensuring its suitability for investors and owner-occupiers alike. Features include: Secure car space, reverse-cycle heating/cooling in living area, laundry facilities in bathroom (dryer included), tram stop on the doorstep, impressive building facilities including a heated indoor swimming pool, tennis court, gym, BBQ terrace.

Richard Mindraoui
0437 250 964

**Southbank**

**3602/288 Spencer Street**

**NO.1 FOR LOCATION & VIEWS**

2 Bed 2 Bath 2 Car

$820,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

This luxurious & spacious near new two bedroom apartment located on the top floor in the newly completed Atlantic building comes fully furnished and presents the latest in city living. The unit features a modern kitchen with stainless steel appliances and ample cupboard space that opens to a dining / living area which leads to a balcony with spectacular bay and Docklands views. This apartment is great for an investment or perfect for someone just starting out in Melbourne.

Lina D’Ambrosio
0430 939 851

**Southbank**

**3010/1 Claremont Street Southbank**

**EXCELLENT AND AFFORDABLE**

2 Bed 2 Bath 2 Car

$525,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

Near new city pad within walking distance to Crown casino and Southbank promenade. Functional floor plan includes fitted kitchen with stainless steel appliances, and ample cupboard space. Good size bedroom with two way ensuite and a second room which could be used as a large study or optional second bedroom. Secure under cover car park and the use of a fully equipped gym and spa pool.

Richard Mindraoui
0437 250 964

**Southbank**

**1507 - 8 Kavanagh Street Southbank**

**2 BEDROOM WITH A VIEW**

2 Bed 2 Bath 2 Car

$638,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

Imagine yourself living in this luxury two storey sub penthouse on the 26th floor at Dock 5 premier and award winning development. Boasting 3 spacious bedrooms (all with ensuite’s) plus study, 2 bathrooms plus additional powder room and an expansive open plan kitchen / dining / living area, surrounded by floor to ceiling windows. This prestige apartment features marble bench tops, butlers pantry, stone floors, luxury home theatre, and a private roof terrace.

Glenn Donnelly
0419 998 235

**Southbank**

**109/37 Clarendon Street**

**2 BEDROOM WITH A VIEW**

2 Bed 2 Bath 2 Car

$518,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

This apartment has a generous size 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 7sqm balcony, laundry in main bathroom, indoor swimming pool, tennis court, gymnasium and BBQ terrace. Walking distance to Crown.

Richard Mindraoui
0437 250 964

**Docklands**

**262/55 Victoria Harbour Promenade**

**WORTH EVERY MILLION**

3 Bed 3 Bath 3 Car

$1,200,000

By appointment

**Inspection**

**Private Sale**

Imagine yourself living in this magnificent 3 bedroom apartment amidst the heart of the Melbourne CBD and right on the Yarra River. Comprising 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, study, mezzanine with TV and billiard bar room, storage unit and features Modern Kitchen fittings and appliances, gas and electric cook-top, oven, range-hood and dishwasher. This near new apartment, has a generous size bedroom with Bills. Included also video intercom and resort style facilities. VUE GRANDE Southbank is situated within walking distance to Melbourne CBD. Southbank Promenade and restaurants.

Richard Mindraoui
0437 250 964
Vegie patch in the sky

Freshwater Place has found an interesting way to use previously discarded space on the side of the building, converting a disused balcony into a vegetable garden for residents.

On the same level of the building as the half acre green space, the garden was installed to give residents a chance to try out their green thumb.

Resident Lindy Capelli said it was a great use of the space and provided a unique opportunity within Southbank to maintain a hobby like growing plants.

“One of the biggest lifestyle changes resulting from the move into high-rise apartments is the loss of a garden,” she said.

“The Garden Club is a great initiative, open to everyone, it gives Freshwater residents the opportunity to get together as a community and enjoy the benefits of planting, tending and harvesting an edible garden.”

Finals fever takes hold

It doesn’t matter what code you follow, September is always an exciting time for footy fans in Melbourne and the excitement is building here in Southbank.

As part of a promotion for Crown, former Hawthorn superstar and now media personality Shane Crawford dropped into Southbank to launch a series of images called “Footy fever”.

A Catholic Secondary College for girls from Year 7 to Year 12 committed to the development of every student in an atmosphere of respect, faith and care.

For further information or to book a tour of our College, contact us on 9329 9411

31 Curran Street, North Melbourne
www.aloysius.vic.edu.au
Greening Queensbridge

You may have noticed some works in Queensbridge square.

No, it’s not the construction of a high-rise tower, but the addition of some extra green space and trees, as shown in this artist interpretation.

The raised area, in front of the Bar Five5, includes grass with Fiscus Rubiginosa trees.

A City of Melbourne spokesperson said: “As part of the City of Melbourne’s commitment to the Urban Forest Strategy, the greening of Queensbridge Square is a small step towards doubling the canopy of the city over the next 30 years.”

Retail sector a ‘key growth area’

By Georgina Scambler

Southbank was identified as a key growth area in the Melbourne Retail Strategy 2006-2012 Year 6 Report Card released in September.

The number of retail and industry establishments in Southbank increased by 62 per cent between 2006 and 2010, from 239 to 388, and floor space for these establishments increased by almost 50,000m².

City of Melbourne’s Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) described Southbank as an urban renewal area in the process of transition from an underutilised area into a sustainable living and working environment.

The report said major activities established as part of Southbank’s rejuvenation included the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre and the South Wharf precinct.

Yarra River Business Association executive officer Tim Bracher said the reputation of Southbank as a retail precinct was still building.

“The big ‘sleeper’ in terms of retail and hospitality is at the World Trade Centre and the North Wharf development recently announced,” he said.

On a less positive note, a July 2012 survey found 13 per cent of Southbank shops were recorded as vacant, compared with 5 per cent in the Melbourne CBD.

Mr Bracher said the vacancy rates might be due to major refurbishments over the last two years, which saw a number of tenancies suspended until building works were complete.

“The re-opening of Hamer Hall and the reinstatement of the Southbank Promenade under Princes Bridge and from St Kilda Road has already seen an uplift in visitation,” he said.

The Year 6 Report Card was launched by Minister for Small Business and Innovation Louise Asher, who said the Victorian Government was committed to continuing development of the Retail Strategy.

“Young people from all over the world are drawn to Southbank to visit the South Wharf Direct Factory Outlets.

Mr Bracher said the vacancy rates might be due to major refurbishments over the last two years, which saw a number of tenancies suspended until building works were complete.

“The re-opening of Hamer Hall and the reinstatement of the Southbank Promenade under Princes Bridge and from St Kilda Road has already seen an uplift in visitation,” he said.

The Year 6 Report Card was launched by Minister for Small Business and Innovation Louise Asher, who said the Victorian Government was committed to continuing development of the Retail Strategy.

“Melbourne has a strong reputation around the world as a city that embraces the retail sector as part of the city’s culture,” she said.

Lord Mayor Robert Doyle said the increase in City of Melbourne’s retail and industry establishments since 2006 was impressive.

“While Melbourne is faring better than most other states, we must continue to find innovative ways to support and promote our retail industry and build on our standing as a key fashion and retail destination,” Mr Doyle said.
The audience was treated to a spectacular line up and no doubt enjoyed the upgraded facilities.

For the orchestra itself many of the musicians were pleasantly surprised by the refurbished hall, overwhelmingly saying it was an amazing experience.

New Chief Conductor, Sir Andrew Davis, has worked with the orchestra previously and after holding rehearsals in the new hall said it was onward and upward for the symphony orchestra from here.

“The musicians’ joy at being back is quite obvious. They tell me that as soon as they began rehearsing they could appreciate the new acoustics. In my first rehearsal I knew precisely what they meant,” Sir Andrew said.

Sir Andrew was straight to the point when describing what he heard.

“The orchestra's sound is marvellous.”

The welcomes will keep coming for the orchestra, after it was announced last month that Sir Andrew's first shows as chief conductor will take place in April next year. The shows, called A Joyous Celebration Gala, will also feature singer Bryn Terfel.

MSO Director of artistic planning, Ken Humphreys said the orchestra was thrilled to be performing with two men who had worked together so well previously.

“Sir Andrew Davis and Bryn Terfel have performed together all over the world, from The Last Night of the Proms at the Royal Albert Hall in London to the stage of the Metropolitan Opera in New York. There could be no more appropriate guest artist to mark Sir Andrew’s inaugural concert as Chief Conductor of the MSO, Mr Humphreys said.

For more information on the 2013 season, under the guidance of Sir Andrew Davis, head to the MSO’s website www.mso.com.au

Photo: Lucas Dawson
A protest against the lack of acknowledgement to street art turned into a gesture of goodwill, after National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) moved the protesters’ giant artwork wheel inside.

The wheel is now on display in the gallery’s foyer.

NGV Director Tony Ellwood said the gallery was more than happy to hear the street artists’ concerns and help where possible.

“I am happy to meet with the protesters to discuss the issues they have raised and in the meantime the wheel is welcome to stay where it is as long as it doesn’t adversely affect the amenity of the gallery and the safety of our visitors,” Mr Ellwood said.

“The NGV respects the right of peaceful protest and we sympathise with the challenges facing street artists today.”

The protesters used the wheel as a petition and were trying to create awareness and support from the City of Melbourne and the State Government for street art and artists.

---

MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
2013 SEASON

Enjoy a diverse array of musical feasts from Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky and other classical greats all year round. Or experience spectacular screen and symphony events including Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl and Fantasia.

BUY YOUR 2013 PACKAGE AND GO IN THE DRAW TO WIN THE DUBAI DISCOVERY LUXURY HOLIDAY OF A LIFETIME

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT MSO.COM.AU OR CALL (03) 9929 9600
An overall vision of Southbank’s Arts Precinct is to be developed, trying to capture as much public interest in the area as possible.

The plan is centred on the existing infrastructure rather than developing new buildings and will utilise street and public spaces, giving the area a common feel.

The Premier and Minister for the Arts, Ted Baillieu, announced the blueprint last month and said the idea was on the back of the money spent on arts infrastructure in the area over the past couple of decades.

“Over the past two decades there’s been a major investment in cultural infrastructure in Melbourne, with a strong focus on the Southbank Precinct and neighbouring Federation Square,” Mr Baillieu said.

“This has given us the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, a redeveloped NGV on St Kilda Road, Federation Square, ACMI, the Ian Potter Centre: NGV Australia, Melbourne Recital Centre and the MTC Theatre, and of course, the newly redeveloped Hamer Hall.”

Mr Baillieu said these improvements had made the precinct a “unique hub of arts, creativity and performance excellence”.

“We’re keen to see this reflected in the streets and outdoor public spaces, making it a welcoming and vibrant place, day and night,” Mr Baillieu added.

The plan will also be mindful of the growing residential population in and around the arts precinct, with Mr Baillieu saying: “As a growing residential area and arts, recreation and tourism drawcard, the blueprint will focus on improving liveability, accessibility and public amenity.”

“(The blueprint will be) creating a vibrant and active street life and better integrating and connecting our iconic cultural institutions - with the CBD, with business and residents, and with each other.”

Work has already begun on the blueprint, which has been led by Arts Victoria, in partnership with the City of Melbourne and University of Melbourne.

A cultural facilities audit and transport and mobility study have been undertaken and the next step will be to include stakeholder consultations, plus involvement from the community.

“The evolution of the Southbank Arts Precinct reflects the growth and maturity of Melbourne’s cultural life, and is the result of investment by successive Victorian governments over 50 years,” Mr Baillieu said.

“This blueprint represents a long-term plan that will help pave the way for the next 50 years and beyond.”
**EVENTS**

**ENIGMA VARIATIONS**

September 28

Melbourne Town Hall

Celebrating the tenth anniversary of the Melbourne International Festival of Brass in 2012, two of the world's greatest brass soloists join the MSO for this unique concert experience.


**OPAL VAPOUR**

September 21 - October 6

Malthouse Theatre

Created across two countries – Australia and Indonesia – offering powerful physical and internal states while balancing moral and spiritual aesthetics, the performance draws on ritual elements of Javanese Wayang Kulit shadow puppetry.


**LA LA, CHORALE FRANÇAISE DE MELBOURNE**

September 23

NGV International, 180 St Kilda Road

This free performance will revisit revolutionary France and interpret some of the great paintings in the nineteenth century gallery, with musical director Paola Bastrem-Grey.


**HAPPY ENDING**

September 5 - September 22

Southbank Theatre, the Lawler

From the writer of Malthouse Theatre’s critically-acclaimed Furious Mattress and The Spook, Melissa Reeves’ Happy Ending is a comedy about desire and misguided obsession.


**HAPPY ENDING**

September 5 - September 22

Southbank Theatre, the Lawler

From the writer of Malthouse Theatre’s critically-acclaimed Furious Mattress and The Spook, Melissa Reeves’ Happy Ending is a comedy about desire and misguided obsession.


**THE LIN ONUS CONVERSATIONS**

October 16

Federation Hall, Southbank

The Lin Onus Conversations are designed to foster collaboration and creative engagement between Indigenous and migrant peoples. Presented by The Wilco Centre for Indigenous Arts and Cultural Development.

[accaonline.org.au](http://accaonline.org.au)

**VOLCE CONCERT SERIES: INSPIRING PERFORMANCE**

October 3-5

Level 1 Retail Precinct at Crown

Some of footy's highest profile players, media commentators and personalities are captured in this stunning photography exhibition, celebrating the finals series of both the AFL and NRL.


**NEVER DID ME ANY HARM**

October 9 - 13

Melbourne Theatre Company

In a time when the act of raising children is scrutinised more than ever before, we seem to be paralysed by an excess of knowledge and self-awareness. Will we repeat our parents’ mistakes?


**THE ARTS PRECINCT**

October / 2012

**SOUTH PACIFIC - OPERA AUSTRALIA**

September 18 - November 4

Melbourne Recital Centre, 31 Sturt Street

Experience musical bliss as songstress Katie Noonan and classical guitarist Karin Schaupp explore music that’s close to home and heart in a magical performance at Melbourne Recital Centre.


**THE FRANCIS KINDER PROJECT**

October 16 - December 8

Malthouse Theatre

A powerful show inspired by real events with some of the best talent on stage, full of a new fusion of samples, orchestral music and Brazilian rhythms. Created by Tamil Rogeon.


**THE LIN ONUS CONVERSATIONS**

October 16

Federation Hall, Southbank

The Lin Onus Conversations are designed to foster collaboration and creative engagement between Indigenous and migrant peoples. Presented by The Wilco Centre for Indigenous Arts and Cultural Development.

[accaonline.org.au](http://accaonline.org.au)

**ELLING**

October 16 - December 8

Melbourne Theatre Company

It’s a scary world out there and Elling would rather have nothing to do with it. His mother used to take care of everything, until she died, leaving him middle-aged and institutionalised.


**GRADUATE EXHIBITION 2012**

September 23

The Arts Centre

The Graduate Exhibition is a much anticipated event on Melbourne’s arts calendar, where students of The Australian Ballet School display their technique and artistry for an audience at Arts Centre Melbourne, State Theatre.


**TWILIGHT CONCERT SERIES: INSPIRING PERFORMANCE**

October 3-5

Federation Hall, Grant Street, Southbank

Featuring students from the 2012 Bachelor of Music Performance (Honours) cohort. Curated by Nat Barrich, winner of the 2010 Melbourne Prize for Music, Development Award.

[www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/events](http://www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/events)

**TOP GIRLS**

August 25 - September 29

Melbourne Theatre Company 140 Southbank Boulevard

Dancing through history, Caryl Churchill’s timeless masterpiece ‘Top Girls’ asks all the difficult questions about women.


**HAPPY ENDING**

September 5 - September 22

Southbank Theatre, the Lawler

From the writer of Malthouse Theatre’s critically-acclaimed Furious Mattress and The Spook, Melissa Reeves’ Happy Ending is a comedy about desire and misguided obsession.


**FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING**

September 28

Melbourne Town Hall

Celebrating the tenth anniversary of the Melbourne International Festival of Brass in 2012, two of the world’s greatest brass soloists join the MSO for this unique concert experience.


**Songs Of The Southern Skies – Katie Noonan and Karin Schaupp**

September 21

Melbourne Recital Centre, 31 Sturt Street

Experience musical bliss as songstress Katie Noonan and classical guitarist Karin Schaupp explore music that’s close to home and heart in a magical performance at Melbourne Recital Centre.


**THE LIN ONUS CONVERSATIONS**

October 16

Federation Hall, Southbank

The Lin Onus Conversations are designed to foster collaboration and creative engagement between Indigenous and migrant peoples. Presented by The Wilco Centre for Indigenous Arts and Cultural Development.

[accaonline.org.au](http://accaonline.org.au)

**OPAL VAPOUR**

September 21 - October 6

Malthouse Theatre

Created across two countries – Australia and Indonesia – offering powerful physical and internal states while balancing moral and spiritual aesthetics, the performance draws on ritual elements of Javanese Wayang Kulit shadow puppetry.


**TOP GIRLS**

August 25 - September 29

Melbourne Theatre Company 140 Southbank Boulevard

Dancing through history, Caryl Churchill’s timeless masterpiece ‘Top Girls’ asks all the difficult questions about women.


**SOUTHERN SKIES – KATIE NOONAN AND KARIN SCHAUPP**

September 21

Melbourne Recital Centre, 31 Sturt Street

Experience musical bliss as songstress Katie Noonan and classical guitarist Karin Schaupp explore music that’s close to home and heart in a magical performance at Melbourne Recital Centre.


**NEVER DID ME ANY HARM**

October 9 - 13

Melbourne Theatre Company

In a time when the act of raising children is scrutinised more than ever before, we seem to be paralysed by an excess of knowledge and self-awareness. Will we repeat our parents’ mistakes?


**GRADUATE EXHIBITION 2012**

September 23

The Arts Centre

The Graduate Exhibition is a much anticipated event on Melbourne’s arts calendar, where students of The Australian Ballet School display their technique and artistry for an audience at Arts Centre Melbourne, State Theatre.


**PINOCCHIO**

September 6 - September 28

Malthouse Theatre

Once there was a lonely man with lots of love to give. He wanted a child so much that he carved himself a beautiful little boy. But the boy wanted the world and the latest designer sneakers. He wanted fame, celebrity and to walk on the wild side.


**TWILIGHT CONCERT SERIES: INSPIRING PERFORMANCE**

October 3-5

Federation Hall, Grant Street, Southbank

Featuring students from the 2012 Bachelor of Music Performance (Honours) cohort. Curated by Nat Barrich, winner of the 2010 Melbourne Prize for Music, Development Award.

[www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/events](http://www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/events)

**OPAL VAPOUR**

September 21 - October 6

Malthouse Theatre

Created across two countries – Australia and Indonesia – offering powerful physical and internal states while balancing moral and spiritual aesthetics, the performance draws on ritual elements of Javanese Wayang Kulit shadow puppetry.


**SOUTHERN SKIES – KATIE NOONAN AND KARIN SCHAUPP**

September 21

Melbourne Recital Centre, 31 Sturt Street

Experience musical bliss as songstress Katie Noonan and classical guitarist Karin Schaupp explore music that’s close to home and heart in a magical performance at Melbourne Recital Centre.


**GRADUATE EXHIBITION 2012**

September 23

The Arts Centre

The Graduate Exhibition is a much anticipated event on Melbourne’s arts calendar, where students of The Australian Ballet School display their technique and artistry for an audience at Arts Centre Melbourne, State Theatre.


**PINOCCHIO**

September 6 - September 28

Malthouse Theatre

Once there was a lonely man with lots of love to give. He wanted a child so much that he carved himself a beautiful little boy. But the boy wanted the world and the latest designer sneakers. He wanted fame, celebrity and to walk on the wild side.


**PINOCCHIO**

September 6 - September 28

Malthouse Theatre

Once there was a lonely man with lots of love to give. He wanted a child so much that he carved himself a beautiful little boy. But the boy wanted the world and the latest designer sneakers. He wanted fame, celebrity and to walk on the wild side.

Planning for planning

The Future Melbourne Committee has met and discussed the C-171 Planning Amendment Scheme, which will be sent to the Minister of Planning, Matthew Guy, for his blessing. Sadly though we don’t believe the City of Melbourne is backing the community stand regarding the separation between towers (residents would like 24m v 10m proposed).

However, we praise them for seeking mandatory heights in some areas, such as the Southbank Village, among other things.

We now have to wait and see what this amendment will look like at the end. I can only say thanks to all those residents who have invested their time in becoming experts in this matter and who have constantly raised the concerns of the community in council meetings and at every available opportunity. Not an easy task for too few people, who have kept up with the complexity of the topic and the tight deadlines for submissions, while juggling full time jobs in some cases.

While we wait for the outcome of this long process, SRG focus moves to the next issue of concern, traffic congestion & noise, which seems to be getting worse. I have written to the City of Melbourne regarding this issue and I have received some vague responses from the Lord Mayor.

Some key issues affecting the area are: traffic congestions in Queensbridge, City Road and Power Street. The Lord Mayor replied to SRG’s letter regarding this issue and advised that most of the congestion is related to traffic exiting the CBD and that new developments in Queensbridge Street would make up only a small percentage of overall traffic volumes. It is like pouring more water into a glass already full and thinking that the water is not going to spill.

Another issue is having placarded trucks in the area which are a great contributor of noise, particularly at the entry of the Burnley tunnel. The answer from the Lord Mayor is that this can’t be addressed, as there is not a current viable alternative route for these vehicles. I think the problem here is the lack of planning and a real search for alternative options. This is an unfair situation for those residents living in the Mantra building and Eureka Tower.

While I do understand some issues may take time to be resolved, given the various authorities and bodies involved when it comes to traffic congestion and noise, I would like to see the City of Melbourne take proactive action to address these concerns and look after its rate payers.

A good way to start is by calling for a traffic and movement needs analysis for the area prior to elections this year. This will ensure that future developments go hand by hand with planning and the appropriate infrastructure required.

If you would like to be part of Southbank Residents Group, contact us on srgi@2000.gmail.com.

Follow us on Twitter or Facebook:
Twitter: www.twitter.com/3006ResiGroup
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SouthbankResidentsGroup
Website: www.southbankresidents.com.au

GET A FAIR DEAL WITH YOUR TAXES

TAX AID
The Docklands Income Tax Specialists

744 Bourke St, Docklands, VIC 3008
Tel: 9600 1100
Fax: 9600 1150
Email: info@taxaid.com.au

Whether you’re an individual or a corporation, Tax Aid has helped people with their tax for more than 30 years. Our business has been built on referrals.

WHY PAY TOO MUCH?
Tax Aid in Docklands will:
* find you every deduction you are entitled to
* explain how your assets work for you, and
* provide you with bookkeeping and accounting services

From individuals to corporations, Tax Aid has been helping people with their tax for more than 30 years. Our business has been built on referrals.
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PET’S CORNER

SPONSORED BY:

PETstock Sth Melbourne
211 Ferrars St, (03) 9699 4234
WWW.PETSTOCKSOUTHMELBOURNE.COM.AU

Move over Paris and Nicole, there’s a new socialite in town

While some dogs tend to struggle adapting to the Southbank lifestyle, it seems Pomeranian Zoe has not only adapted to apartment living, but also has embraced it.

According to owner Priscilla Floyd, Zoe loves living in Southbank because of the social aspect, being able to easily access the city, the parks and the beach. Zoe enjoys the variety.

Priscilla said the main reason she loved it so much was because of the social aspect.

“She loves the Southbank lifestyle, going out to cafes or Kings Domain for a stroll,” Priscilla said.

Priscilla also said Zoe was extremely friendly and it meant people were always friendly in return and very accommodating to Zoe’s needs.

Because of her size, Zoe has taken to apartment living with gusto.

“She’s a lapdog, so her preferred lifestyle is around people. When we’re at home she just looks like a cushion on the couch,” Priscilla explained.

It seems there is more than enough action in and around Southbank to keep Zoe happy. She attends Digerty Day Care in South Melbourne and is completely captivated by the police horses if she’s walking past the stables and they emerge.

When it comes down to it, Zoe just loves being around people and especially making new friends, as Priscilla explains: “She loves outings. A good day for her is to meet a new person who tells her she is beautiful!”

ON THE BOX

with Korey Fernando

A Comedy of deception

If you’re like me, and you can’t stomach the incessant paint-by-numbers crime dramas, or the rampant over-exposure of that sitcom you once liked, then your ever-faithful channel-changer has probably illuminated you to the delight of ABC1.

Aunty still offers a raft of great content that is a more than worthy substitute to the prime time options on the commercial networks. Dumb, Drunk and Racist, Archer and The Green Transfer are but a few. I stumbled upon one such program a few weeks ago and it has now become a regular fixture in my house.

Would I Lie To You is a British comedy-panel show, hosted by a comedian where two opposing teams battle for dominance. Hosted by Rob Brydon, Would I Lie To You sees each team recount embarrassing stories and facts about themselves while the other team receives points for sorting through the falsehoods. While the basic premise may seem a little generic at first, however, it is the simplicity of the format that makes the show work (not to mention it’s a great excuse for the show’s creators to overlay an equally great Eurythmics song under the guise of ‘theme music’).

Each team is led by a regular team captain and both are also popular comedians in their own right - with Lee Mack, known for his enduring stand up career and his opposition, David Mitchell very well known for his other television comedy work including the cult hit Peep Show and also popular sketch show That Mitchell and Webb Look. Both captains add lots of the one-liners to this very witty program, which is very well moderated by Brydon (made famous by his ‘Man in a Box’ routine and recently featured in The Trip with long time collaborator Steve Coogan), who also brings his fair share of the laughs to the table.

The teams are rounded out by popular British comedians and actors and while the guests rotate like most other panel shows, the focus and fun lie solely in the lying with segments which are broken up into different lie-detecting scenarios and challenges instead of shifting awkwardly into plugs for various autobiographies or albums. It is interesting to note that a station that is still reeling after the demise of Spicks and Specks could air another successful panel show in a similar tone that works so well.

ABC1 is currently screening Season 4 of the popular program (which is now in its sixth season in the UK) Channel 7 is looking to adapt a similar format with the help of the Chaser team. Its locally produced replica will be hosted by Craig Reucassel and has already begun filming.

Would I Lie to you is a thoroughly entertaining piece of television and will most defintely break your television viewing evening up nicely without having to resort to watching something as overly trashy as a Big Brother daily show.

Would I Lie To You airs at 9:30pm on Wednesdays on ABC1.

PET’S CORNER

PETSTOCK VOUCHER WINNER

Zoe receives a $25 gift voucher from PETstock South Melbourne

...for all your pet care needs

PETstock Sth Melbourne 211 Ferrars St, (03) 9699 4234

ABC1 is currently screening Season 4 of the popular program (which is now in its sixth season in the UK) Channel 7 is looking to adapt a similar format with the help of the Chaser team. Its locally produced replica will be hosted by Craig Reucassel and has already begun filming.

Would I Lie to you is a thoroughly entertaining piece of television and will most definitely break your television viewing evening up nicely without having to resort to watching something as overly trashy as a Big Brother daily show.

Would I Lie To You airs at 9:30pm on Wednesdays on ABC1.
Of course, it is St Francis of Assisi Day and children have been invited to bring along a loved pet for a blessing at the 11 am service. It may be a once-a-year event but at St Johns children are at the centre of things throughout the year, every year. “Everyone is important at St Johns,” says the congregation’s Pastor, Ian Vainikka, “but children are especially important. They are our lifeblood.”

The commitment to children’s ministry is being reinforced right now at the city church in the heart of Southbank. And there could not be a better time, as the burgeoning inner-city lifestyle attracts ever more people. This trend includes the arrival of many more young families, as witnessed by the mounting campaign for an inner-city primary school to service Southbank and Docklands.

With the demographic shift in mind, St Johns has designed a new program of activities, including singing, short plays and prayer readings. They are available for children from 2 to 11 years of age in two groups beginning at 10.30 each Sunday morning. The environment is warm, friendly and well planned. Parents of very young children are able to be in the room with their children and others are free to observe at any time. Pastor Vainikka says a key aim is to provide parents with tools to help in their communication with their children.

The children’s ministry meshes with a whole program of activities aimed at the Southbank community, such as a highly successful Tuesday Playgroup and regular meetings for youth, where they get guidance but also space to plan their own things to do. An energetic team running the children’s ministry program has plans for more events during the year, including at least three dedicated services, such as St Francis Day. Eleven o’clock on October 7 might be a great starting point for anyone interested in having their children join in or just in taking a look. It is bound to be a lively event with lots of wriggling and squeaking by all the little creatures involved.

Who said it’s not the world game?

It’s a nervous day for some, but for the majority of football fans Grand Final Day is the perfect opportunity to relax, enjoy the day and celebrate with a few drinks.

Regular Sunday Service Times
9am Traditional, liturgical worship
11am Informal, liturgical worship
7pm Sunday Night at St Johns Informal, contemporary worship
Sunday School in recess during school holidays resumes 7 October at 10.30am

Bring your pet to St Johns Southgate on Sunday 7 October 11am for a special blessing of the animals service to commemorate St Francis of Assisi feast day
### How compatible are you and your partner?

Check the astrological charts by emailing your’s and your partner’s birth date and time to sean@southbanklocalnews.com.au

What do you bring to the relationship and what gifts does your partner bring?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ravina</th>
<th>Nalin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 6, 1977</td>
<td>August 25, 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Node in</td>
<td>North Node in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Node Aries</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time not known</td>
<td>South Node in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born Fijian Islands</td>
<td>Born Fijian Islands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Featured terminology

**North Node** – The hardest lesson we have to learn. In Capricorn it is honoring goals and tasks without emotion. In Gemini it is learning the art of listening and understanding others viewpoints without losing your own integrity.

---

**Outcome of relationship:**

All relationships, intimate or not, are given to us, not as coincidence, but by design, to teach us something - to help us overcome something, to provide us with something or to help us achieve something. Nalin, your Saturn is in Cancer and Ravina’s sun is in Cancer. At times, you may not like the discipline of the nurturer and mother that Ravina projects, however it is your lesson to learn and by watching and accepting this part of Ravina’s personality you develop the skills yourself and become a more rounded whole person. Ravina, you need to learn the art of relating, diplomacy and taking others into account before you dive into your projects. Nalin has several planets in Libra therefore being your teacher. By stepping back from your own self-interests and watching the ways of your partner, you become more peaceful, successful and grounded. Ravina, Nalin’s gift to you in this relationship is to partner with you in the truest sense of partnering. Whatever you need in a partnership he provides. Nalin the gift you receive from Ravina is that of strengthening your identity in the world.

---

**Ravina**

Successful partnerships are your destiny in this lifetime as well as your challenge. In order to achieve your goal you will need to foster embrace partnerships fully and not be quite so self-focused. Being a team player and doing what is best for the team will provide more than your share of personal rewards.

When you learn how to appreciate others and respect their limitations, you are on your way. A clue for you to remember is that not everyone is as capable as you so at times you will need to show patience, tact and respect for others’ shortcomings. Another little tip is that you may expect that others know and do things the way you do but, in reality, everyone gives to a relationship in their own unique way. Appreciating your partner’s subtle gifts, strengths and weaknesses and making allowances for these is a great way to ensure the success of your partnership and, as a consequence, your ability to get what you want.

**Nalin**

Your north node is where your biggest lessons lie and where your biggest fulfillment comes from. It is the path of growth, strength and empowerment.

Many times people acquire fame, fortune, love and assets, yet still feel empty. When you satisfy your north node you do not feel empty regardless of what else is happening in your life. Nalin, your north node is in Sagittarius and you are fortunate because you also have your moon in Sagittarius. This makes it easier to learn your lessons in this lifetime. North node in “Sag” people are learning to listen beyond the words to the true meaning of what others say. You need to develop a quiet mind and determine your own truth and your own integrity. There are many times you say and do whatever you think you need to say and do to get what you want or to attract the people you need to attract. You cannot second guess yourself or be swayed by others, but tell the truth as you see and feel it, regardless of others judgements.

---

**An experience above all else**

The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant offers open dated gift certificates which make an ideal present for any occasion.

*Gift Certificates are valid for 12 months from the date of purchase and are presented in a special souvenir giftbox.*

If you are looking for the ideal gift, visit our website www.tramrestaurant.com.au or telephone 9696 4000.
Summer on the horizon
By Sam Goss

With summer tantalizingly approaching around the corner, Melbourne retail stores are beginning to see the first teasers of warm-weather stock trickling onto their shelves.

Dust off your old denim hot pants and start tanning those legs, as the tried and true clothing staples of summer will soon be back in full force.

The key trend this season is, without a doubt, the omnipresent peplum in top, dress and skirt form. Pair a plain-colored peplum top with a pair of leather or printed jeans for a chic and easy nighttime look that is fuss free.

Alternatively, wear one over a slim pencil skirt and throw on a box hat for the Spring Racing carnival. Be careful to avoid matching peplum tops with a bottom of the same hue, as one can easily appear like an odd shaped square box in the wrong lighting. Stay true to styles that are print free, block colours are your best friend.

With Vogue’s Fashion Night Out having occurred on September 6 and a slew of Aussie designers showcasing their works at Fashion Week’s in London and New York, the country has officially gone fashion crazy.

Perth’s Kym Ellery showed at New York Fashion Week, alongside fellow Australian Christopher Esber, to much honor and delight. Their signature metallic’s and structured designs reflect what is to come in terms of Australian style, a look that is bold, interesting and relaxed. Your old faithful denim cut-offs under a basic oversized black t-shirt, teamed with a classically constructed sleeveless vest and a pair of black Senso boots are all you need this Summer.

For the gents, a sound sartorial idea is to stick to the new classic of a denim chambray shirt and chino pants in any colour. The pants are light, easy to move in and come in every colour of the rainbow ensuring that every man is spoilt for choice. Chinos are to men what a little black dress is to women— you can NEVER have too many.
riverside dining melbourne style.

WTC Wharf is Melbourne’s first absolute wharf edge dining precinct, with world class restaurants, bars and a purpose built events centre.

World Trade Centre
Corner Flinders and Spencer St
wtcwharf.com.au
Four weeks ago, a G-Star reshuffling sent Cristina to the Crown outlet. She had previously spent eight months in the outlet at Melbourne Central. Cristina prefers the Crown store because it is smaller and more intimate. She loves the clientele as well. “Customers are mostly tourists, and they are always in a good mood,” she said. According to Cristina, the atmosphere in Southbank is amazing. Now that the weather is getting warmer, she thinks more people would head outside and enjoy the scenery.

Chrystal started working at Forever New a month ago. What makes working in Southbank enjoyable for her is the food and entertainment it offers. “It is always lively and loud around here and the people are always enthusiastic,” she said. According to Chrystal, it is always great to have different restaurants to choose from when you are looking for a good meal.

Nat has been at the Guess outlet at Crown for the past three years. According to Nat, tourism around Southbank is what makes working in Crown different from the other outlets. “You will always see different kinds of people here,” she said. Nat said she likes what the Crown Complex has to offer, and with trading hours different from other stores, it is great to have those busy nights on Fridays and Saturdays.

Lucy had only landed in Melbourne two hours before Southbank Local News caught up with her. She was at the Crown complex to catch the newly released film “The Campaign.” Her first impression of Southbank was its cleanliness and modern architecture. “It is surprisingly warm, that is always nice,” she said. Lauren moved to Melbourne from Hamilton in July. She was showing her friend around when Southbank Local News met her. Her favourite part of Southbank is Crown because of the shopping and entertainment. “There is always something to do here,” she said. Lauren has yet to explore the nightlife in Southbank but may just do so now that her friend is visiting.

**Southbank Sudoku**

A variation of Sudoku, but with the letters SOUTH BANK replacing the numbers.

The rules are the same as regular Sudoku, each line of the must contain the letters ‘SOUTH BANK’ as must each 9-square box.

Answers will be revealed in the next edition of the Southbank Local News.

Good Luck!
ST JOHNS SOUTHGATE SUNDAY WORSHIP
Every Sunday
St Johns Southgate, 20 City Road
9am - Traditional liturgical worship.
11am - Informal liturgical worship.
7pm - Informal contemporary worship.
www.stjohnssouthgate.com.au

FASHION ILLUSTRATION CLASSES AT BOYD
Boyd School Studio, Kavanagh & Balston St
Learn the art of fashion illustration from one of the most experienced illustrators in the world, Louise Baker. Classes designed to prepare their portfolios for tertiary admission or for potential careers in the fashion industry. By appointment. Call Louise Baker 9826 9019

IMPROVE YOUR SUNDAY WELLBEING
10am, Sunday
St Michael’s, corner Collins and Russell St
On foot or on wheels. On bike or on tram. On your own or en masse – hear Dr Francis Macnab talk about the wellbeing of a New Faith that has many Old Faith religions protesting on and on.
www.stmichaels.org.au

TOP GIRLS
August 25 - September 29
Melbourne Theatre Company 140 Southbank Boulevard
Dancing through history, Caryl Churchill’s timeless masterpiece ‘Top Girls’ asks all the difficult questions about women, career and corporate culture.
www.mtc.com.au

READING CIRCLE
First Tuesday of the Month 5:45 - 6:45pm
Southbank Library at Boyd, 207 City Road
Come along to talk about books: those you love, those you want others to love, and those you still haven’t discovered.
Phone: 9638 8300
www.melbournelibraryservice.com.au

FIRST FRIDAY DANCE CLUB
May 4 - December 7, 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Queensbridge Square, 1A Queens Bridge Street Southbank
Starting on Friday 4 May, the first Friday of every month will see Queensbridge Square transformed into a place for people to come together to dance.

Eureka Skydeck with your very own Deckstar binoculars and activity sheet! These school holidays come and explore the sights of Melbourne from Eureka Skydeck 88, 7 Riverside Quay
September 22 - October 7
ludlowbar.com.au

ST JOHNS SOUTHGATE MIDWEEK EVENTS
Second Wednesday of the month
St Johns Southgate, 20 City Road
Friendship group - Brief Chapel service at 12 noon, followed by lunch at 12.30pm in the Function room. Interesting speakers and a great chance to make new friends.
www.stjohnssouthgate.com.au

ARTS CENTRE SUNDAY MARKET
Sundays, 10am-4pm
Arts Centre, 100 St Kilda Road
Meet over 80 of Victoria’s finest artisans first hand. Discover how these unique artworks are made, chat directly about the products, inspirations and techniques. For more information:
www.theartcentre.com.au

CHUNKY MOVE DANCE CLASSES
Mondays to Thursdays 6.30pm-8pm, Saturdays 10am-1.15pm
111 Sturt Street
Chunky Move dance classes are the perfect way to unwind, get fit and improve flexibility and strength. For more info:
www Chunkymove.com

FREE TAI CHI IN SOUTHBANK
Every Friday, 8am - 9am
Queensbridge Square
Because of the lack of open and recreation space in Southbank, the Melbourne City Council has funded weekly Tai Chi classes in Southbank. The instructor, provided by Tai Chi Australia, structures a class that is suitable for beginners and all ages.

THE LIN ONUS CONVERSATIONS
October 16, 6:15pm - 8pm
Federation Hall
The Lin Onus Conversations are designed to foster collaboration and creative engagement between Indigenous and migrant peoples.
www.vca-mcm.unimelb.edu.au/events

PROFESSIONAL COMEDY SKILLS WORKSHOP
September 23 - November 18
Boyd Community Hub, 207-227 City Road
Polish your writing and comedy performing skills so you can get your act ready to appear anywhere from the Melbourne Comedy Festival to Edinburgh Fringe.

MELBOURNE NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6pm-8pm
3 Southbank Promenade
This night photography class runs in Melbourne’s city centre and has all the night photography tips you’ll ever need. For more info:
www.pennykoukoulas.com

MELBOURNE SUNRISE PROBUS CLUB
First Thursday of the month, 10.00am
Wharf Hotel, Siddeley St
Probus clubs cater for the needs of men and women over 50. Keep your mind active and meet new friends while enjoying a range of activities.
9600 1628 or carolberge@gmail.com

SPRING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS AT EUREKA SKYDECK
September 22 - October 7
Eureka Skydeck 88, 7 Riverside Quay
These school holidays come and explore the sights of Melbourne from Eureka Skydeck with your very own Deckstar binoculars and activity sheet.
eurekaskydeck.com.au

ALPHA CRUCIS WINE DINNER
October 31
Ludlow Bar & Dining Room, 6 Riverside Quay
Six winemakers, one vineyard, six unique wines - Ludlow Dining Room invites you to an exclusive 2010 Alpha Crucis Winemakers Series dinner.
ludlowbar.com.au

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday at 10:30am
Southbank Library at Boyd, 207 City Road
Come and share the wonder of books with us! Enjoy approximately 40 - 50 minutes of fun stories, songs, rhymes and activities.
Phone: 9638 8300
www.melbournelibraryservice.com.au

What to do | Where to stay | Where to Eat/Drink | Beauty, Health & Fitness | Docklands Services | Where to Shop

Looking for something? Southbank Directory • com .au
If you are not on this list then email advertising@southbanklocalnews.com.au or phone 8689 7380 to discuss how you can get on this list for FREE!!
**IT’S SPRING**

Spring is here, and we are achieving results for our Vendors! If you are considering selling, ask about our **SPRING OFFER!**

We think you will find we are streets ahead when it comes to service & results.

---

**FOR SALE**

**1702/41 Clarendon Street, SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 1 park

Located in one of Southbank’s newest developments is this splendid apartment with exceptional views in a prime Melbourne location. Just a short stroll to many cafes, restaurants & shops, the lifestyle opportunities are magnificent.

Contact Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $569,990

---

**2303/283 City Rd SOUTHBANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 1 bed
- 1 bath
- 1 park

Located in a very prominent position, with outstanding views of the City & Botanical Gardens is this splendid 2 Bedroom apartment with room to move. Brand new!

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price: $460,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**1011/568 St Kilda Road**

**SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 1 park

Located on Melbourne’s premier boulevard, St Kilda Road, this spacious North-facing, rear-nave apartment is perfect for the astute investor or purchaser looking for modern city living at its finest.

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price guide: $399,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**2509/180 City Road, SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 1 bed
- 1 bath
- 1 park

Located in one of Southbank’s newest developments is this splendid apartment with exceptional views stretching right across to the Dandenongs.

Contact Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $565,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**2201/109 Clarendon Street**

**SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 1 park

Located on Melbourne’s premier boulevard, St Kilda Road, this spacious North-facing, rear-nave apartment is perfect for the astute investor or purchaser looking for modern city living at its finest.

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price guide: $450,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**102/283 City Rd SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 1 bed
- 1 bath
- 1 park

This modern 17th floor apartment, located in the heart of Southbank, is one not to miss. Comprising of a 1 + study layout (2nd Bedroom) with a spacious living area, modern bathroom & much more.

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price guide: $399,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**206/130 City Road, SOUTH BANK**

**SOUTH BANK SPACE – SPEED SALE!**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 2 parks

Located in one of Southbank’s newest developments is this splendid apartment with exceptional views across the city skyline and maximizing sun light and offering expansive views across the city skyline and stretching right across to the Dandenongs.

Contact Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $569,990

---

**FOR SALE**

**2706/109 Clarendon Street**

**HOT PROPERTY – HOT LOCATION!**

- 1 bed
- 1 bath
- 1 park

Located on the 27th Floor in one of Southbank’s newest developments is this splendid apartment with exceptional views in a prime Melbourne Location. Just a short stroll to many cafes, restaurants & shops, the lifestyle opportunities are magnificent.

Contact Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $569,990

---

**FOR SALE**

**2403/283 City Rd SOUTHBANK**

**FULLY FURNISHED, EXCEPTIONAL VALUE!**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 2 parks

Take a look at one of Southbank’s newest and best landmark buildings and discover this elegant apartment that sits on the 24th floor offering contemporary living at its finest.

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price: $440,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**903/283 City Rd SOUTHBANK**

**EXPANSIVE VIEWS ACROSS THE CITY SKYLINE!!**

- 2 beds
- 1 bath
- 1 park

This 2 Bedroom apartment oozes character, life and city charm, with floor-to-ceiling, north-facing windows maximizing sun light and offering expansive views across the City skyline and stretching right across to the Dandenongs.

Contact Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $599,990

---

**FOR SALE**

**2209/180 City Rd SOUTHBANK**

**SOUTH BANK SPACE – SPEED SALE!**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 2 parks

Located in one of Southbank’s newest developments is this splendid apartment with exceptional views stretching right across to the Dandenongs.

Contact Gary Cakir 0413 522 533

Price guide: $399,000

---

**FOR SALE**

**2301/283 City Road, SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 1 bed
- 1 bath
- 1 park

This ultra-spacious, award-winning 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment in the heart of Southbank offers space, style & a fantastic inner-city investment opportunity.

Contact: Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $569,990

---

**FOR SALE**

**2306/780 City Road, SOUTH BANK**

**PRICE REDUCED**

- 2 beds
- 2 baths
- 2 parks

This ultra-spacious, award-winning 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment in the heart of Southbank offers space, style & a fantastic inner-city investment opportunity.

Contact: Rebbecca Murray 0410 319 109

Price guide: $569,990